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A~aet - - In  this paper we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness 
of solutions of second order differential equations of Sobolev type satisfying some boundary conditions. 
We also give sufficient conditions o that the Picard and approximate Pieard method converge to the 
unique solution of these boundary value problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the year 1954, Sobolev [1] proposed an imbedding method for solving linear Fredholm integral 
equations which leads to a new class of differential equations. This imbedding technique to 
nonlinear Fredholm integral equations was extended by Kagiwada and Kalaba [2, 3] which gives 
rise to a similar class of integro-differential equations. In a series of papers Lakshmikantham and 
his coworkers [4-6] named these type of equations as differential equations of Sobolev type. For 
such equations together with initial functions they have studied Picard and Peano type of existence 
results, extension of solutions over the entire square, comparison theorems, variation of constants 
formula and Bellman-Gronwall type of inequality. These results naturally include as a special case 
the results for ordinary differential equations [7]. 
In this paper we shall consider the following second order system of differential equations of 
Sobolev type: 
u"(t, x) =f[t,  x, u(t, x), u(x, t)l = ~ (1) 
together with the boundary functions 
u(a, x) = or(x), u(b, x) = fl(x) (2) 
where ~, f le C[J, R"], J = [a, hi, f E C[J x J x R" x R", R"]. Obviously, the boundary value 
problem (1) and (2) includes in particular prototype boundary value problems considered 
extensively in Refs[8-11] and references therein. Boundary value problems for the delay- 
differential equations and for the discrete systems which are not included in (1) and (2) are 
examined recently in Refs [12-14] and references therein. 
The plan of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, we shall provide necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the boundary value problem (1) and 
(2). In Section 3, we obtain a priori conditions o that the Picard iterative scheme converges to 
the unique solution u*(t, x) of the problem (1) and (2). In practical evaluation of Picard's iterative 
sequence {Urn(t, X)} only an appropriate sequence {v"(t, x)} is constructed and this depends on 
approximating f by some simpler function. In Section 4, the approximate Picard's method 
developed in Refs [15-17] for the usual boundary value problems is used for (1) and (2) to construct 
the sequence {vm(t, X)}. We also provide necessary and sufficient conditions o that the sequence 
{vm(t, x)} converges to u*(t, x). Finally, in Section 5 two examples are illustrated. 
2. EX ISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
Theorem 2.1 
Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(i) K > 0 is a given positive number and let Q be the maximum of IIf(t, x, u, v)II on the compact 
set J x J x Do, where 
Do = {(u, v): II u II ~< 2K, II v II ~< 2K}; 
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(ii) for every x~, x2 e J, 
( {; lim s ~ ~x2 up Jlf[s, x .  u(s, Xl), U(Xl, s)] - f [ s ,  x2, u(s, x2), u(x2, s)] II ds, 
u~C[ J× J ,R" ] ,  sup Ilu(t,x) ll = sup I lu(x,t ) t l< 2K~]=0;  
a<~t,x<~b a<~x,t<<.b ) /  
(iii) max ~ sup II~(x)ll, sup I l f l (x) l l~=l ~<K; 
~ a<.x<.b a<<.x<<.b ) 
[ 8k'~1/2 
(iv) - a)  .< C-=,  
/ 
Then, there exists a solution u(t, x) of the boundary value problem (1) and (2) which is such 
that 
sup [1 u(t, x)11 ~< 2K. 
a<~t,x<~b 
Proof. As in ordinary differential equations [10] the problem (1) and (2) is equivalent o the 
following Fredholm integral equation: 
u(t, x) = l(t, x) + G(t, s)f[s, x, u(s, x), u(x, s)] ds, (3) 
where G(t, s) is the Green's function defined by 
F 
G(t, s) = - 1 
L 
and the function l(t, x) is 
(b - t)(s - a) 
(b - a) ' 
(b - s)(t - a) 
(b - a) ' 
Z(t, x) = or(x) -~ 
The set 
a <~ s <<. t <<. b 
a <<. t <<. s <~ b 
/~(x) --.__~x)~( (t -- a). 
(b a) 
B[ J ]=fu( t 'x )  EC[J ×J'Rn]: a<<.t,x<~bSUp [lu(t,x)[I ~<2K} 
is closed, bounded and convex subset of the Banach space C[J x J, R"]. Obviously, ifu s B[J], then 
it also satisfies 
sup {I u(x, t)[I <<. 2K, 
a<~x,t<~b 
and hence B[J] can also be defined as 
B[ J ]=~u( t ,x )~C[ Jx J ,  R"]: sup Ilu(t,x)ll <~2K, sup Ilu(x,t)ll <<.2K~. 
a~<t,x<~b a6x,  t~b ) 
Consider an operator T: C[J x J, R"] --, C[J x J, R"] as 
(Tu)(t, x) = l(t, x) + .If G(t, s)f[s,  x, u(s, x), u(x, s)] ds. (4) 
It is clear that any fixed point of T is a solution of (1) and (2). For any u ~ B[J], from (4) and 
the hypotheses, we find that 
+; II(Tu)(t,x)ll <<. sup IIl(t,x)ll IG(t,s)l I[f[s,x,u(s,x),u(x,s)] l l  ds 
a<~t,x<~b 
~< max~ sup II~(x)ll, sup II/~(x)l l~+Q 
(t - -  a ) (b  - -  t ) 
{a<~x<~b a<~x<~b ) 2 
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(b - a) ~ 
<<.I +Q 8 
<<. 2K. 
Thus, T maps B[J] into itself, and TB[J] is uniformly bounded. 
Next, we shall show that TB[J] is equicontinuous. Let E > 0 be given, and let h, x~, t2, x: e J. 
Then, from (4) we have 
II (Tu )(h, xl) - (Tu)(t2, x2)II ~< II l(h, Xl) - -  l(t2, x2) II 
+ f f  IG(tl, s)l IIf[s, xl, u(s, xO, u(xl, s)] --f[s, x2, u(s, x2), u(x2, s)] II ds 
+ f~] G(h, s) - G(t2, s)l IIf[s, x2, u(s, xO, u(x2, s)] II ds 
= I~ + I2 + I3, say. 
Since • (x) and [3(x) are continuous on J, the function l(t, x) is uniformly continuous, and hence 
we can choose 6~ so that l i t -  t21 < 6t and IX l -  x21 < 6~ implies that I~ < E/3. 
Since 
sup IG(t,s)l <<.¼(b-a), 
a<~t,s<<.b 
from condition (ii) we can choose 65 so that Ix~- x21 < 62 implies that/2 < E/3. 
Finally, since G(t, s) is continuous on J × J, it is also uniformly continuous, and hence we can 
choose 63 so that I t1-  t21 < 63 implies that 
IG(h, s) - G(t2, s)l ~< 
3(b - a)Q" 
The above inequality easily gives that 13 < E/3. 
Thus, if 
max{lt~ - t21, Ix~ - x2l } ~< min {6~, 62, 63} , then II (Tu)(h, xt) - (Tu)(t2, x2)II < E. 
This implies that the set {TB[J]} is an equicontinuous family and therefore its closure is compact. 
Next, let {urn(t, x)} ~ B[J] be a sequence converging to u(t, x). It is obvious that the sequence 
{u'(x, t)} also converges to u(x, t). Since f is continuous, we have 
f it, x, urn(t, x), Urn(X, /)] "* f[t, X, u(t, X), U(X, /)]. 
Thus, from the bounded convergence theorem, it follows that 
~: G(t, s)f[s, x, u"(s, x), u'(x, s)] ds --, ~f G(t, s) f[s, x, u(s, x), u(x, s)] ds. 
Hence Tum~ Tu, which shows that T is continuous. 
Combining the above considerations, we see that the Schauder fixed point theorem is applicable. 
Thus, T has a fixed point in B[J]. 
Corollary 2. ! 
Assume that the following conditions hold: (i) condition (ii) of Theorem 2.1; and (ii) for all 
( t ,x ,u ,v )e J  x J x R ~ x R ~, 
Ilf(t, x, u, v)II ~ L + L, II u II ~ + L2 II v II # (5) 
where 0 ~< ~, fl < 1 and L, L~, L~ are non-negative constants. Then, there exists a solution u(t, x) 
of the boundary value problem (1) and (2). 
Proof. Inequality (5) implies that on J × J × Do, 
Ilf(t, x, u, v)Jl ~< L + LI(2K) ~ + L2(2K) p = Q1, say. 
C.A.M.W.A. L5/2---C 
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Now, we can choose K so large that condition (iii) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied, and 
~Q~(b - a) 2 <<. g. 
Theorem 2.2 
Assume that (i) for all (t, x, u, v) ~ J x J x DI the inequality (5) with a = fl = 1 is satisfied, where 
D~ = {(u, v): II u II ~< r, II v II ~< r}, and 
r = (l + ~(b - a)2L)(1 - 0) -l, (6) 
0 = ~(b - a)2(Ll + L2) < 1; (7) 
and (ii) condition (ii) of Theorem 2.1 holds with 2K replaced by r. Then, there exists a solution 
u(t, x) of the boundary value problem (1) and (2) which is such that 
sup Ilu(t,x)ll <<.r. 
a<t ,x~b 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 2.1 it suffices to show that the operator T defined in (4) maps 
the set 
Bl [ J ]={u( t ,x )eC[ J  x J ,  R"]: sup [lu(t,x)ll <<.r} 
a<t ,x~b 
into itself. For this, let u E B~[J], then it also satisfies 
sup Ilu(x, t) l[ <~ r, 
a~x, t~b 
and hence using (5) in (4) we find 
f; II(Tu)(t,x)ll <~1+ IG(t,s)l[L + L~llu(s,x)tl + L211u(x,s)ll]ds 
<~ 1 + ~(b - a)2(L + L~r + L2r) = r. 
Theorem Z3 
Assume that (i) for all (t, x, u, v) ~ J x J x D2, 
7~(x - a) 
I I f(t ,  x, u, v)II ~< L sin - -  + LI II u - t(t ,  x)II + L,  II v - l (x ,  t)II 
(b - -a)  
where 
and 
D2 = {(u, v): )1 u - l ( t ,  x)II ~ rl(t, x) ,  I1 v - -  l (x ,  t)I) <~ r~(x, t)},  
(8) 
1 (9) rm(t, x )  = r l (x ,  t )  = ~ (b - a)eL( l  - Oi) - l  sin n( t  - a )  sin n(x - a)  
(b - a) (b - a) ' 
Oi = nl-i (b - a)  2 (L~ + L2) < 1; (10) 
and (ii) condition (ii) of Theorem 2.1 holds with 2K replaced by rl(t, x). Then, there exists 
a solution u(t,x) of the boundary value problem (1) and (2) which is such that 
II u(t,  x )  - l(t, x)II ~< r2(t, x). 
Proof. As in Theorem 2.2 it suffices to show that the operator T defined in (4) maps the set 
B=[J] = {u(t, x) ~ C[J × J, R"]: II u(t, x) - l(t, x)II ~< rl(t, x)} into itself. For this, let u e B2[J] then 
from r~(t, x) = rm(x, t) it is obvious that II u(x,  t) - l (x,  t)II ~< r~(t, x), and hence using (8) in (4) 
we find 
II (Tu)(t, x) - l(t, x)II ~< f f  lG(t, s)l[L sin n(X(b -a)a-- ) 
+ Zt II u(s, x) - l(s, x)II + L2 II u(x, s) - l(x, s)]t] ds 
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x It (b - u)~L(~ - 9,)-’ 
1 
X(t-u) . II(x -a) 
sin (b _ a) sm (b _ a) = r’(t, x). 
Theorem 2.4 
Assume that the boundary value problem (1) and (2) has a solution u’(t, x) which is different 
from &t, x) and the condition (8) is satisfied with L = 0 for all (t, x, u, 0) E J x J x OS, where 
Then, it is necessary that 8 > 1. 
Proof. Since u’(t, x) is a solution of (1) and (2) different from I(t, x), it is necessary that 
SUP II uv, xl - w, xl II = sup II u’(x, t) - l(x, t) II # 0. 
ocr,s<b o4x.cCb 
Obviously (u’(t, x), u’(x, t)) E D3, and hence using (8) in (3) we get 
II ~‘0, x) - W, x) II G 
I 
blW, s)l[L’ II u’h x> - Its, x) II + L2 It u’(x, $I- @, 3) Ill dr 
II 
+e -a)2(L, +L2)~~~~~bllU’(~,X)--I(f,X)Il. 
Thus, it is necessary that 8 2 1. 
(11) 
Remark 2.1 
If u’(t, x) is a solution of (1) and (2) different from Qt, x), then it is clear that 
sup I( u’(t, x) - Qt, x) )I /sin x(x 
abr,xGb 
@ _-u;) = II UV, x) - w, XI II * 
is finite and different from zero. Since 
sup II u’(c x> - w, XI II < II u’(r, x) - I(4 x> ll *, 
a<t.xCb 
it is obvious that 
sup 
o<x,t&b 
II u’(x, t) - I(x, r) II Q Ilu’(t, x) - w, XI II *. 
Using these facts in (1 l), we find that 
where 
x II u*(t, 4 - 44 X) II + G e2 II d(t, x) - f(t, xl 11 *, 
e2=(;L1+&L2)tb -a)‘. (12) 
Thus, in Theorem 2.4 the necessary condition 8 >, 1 can be replaced by 0,~ 1. 
Remark 2.2 
If f? < 1 or 8, < 1 and the condition (8) is satisfied on J x J x R” x R” with L = 0, then 
u(t, x) = f(t, x) is the only solution of (1) and (2). 
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3. PICARD'S METHOD 
To prove the convergence of Picard's iterates for the boundary value problem (1) and (2) we 
shall need the following: 
Lemma 3.1 [10] 
Let B be a Banach space and let for r />0,  r /eR,  g(u0, ~/) = {u ~B: Ilu -u0[I ~<q}. Let Tmap 
~(u0, q) into B and (i) for all u, v e g(u0, r/), II Tu - Tv II ~< ~ l[ ~< u - v II where 0 ~< • < 1 and (ii) 
n0 = (I - ~) - '  II Tuo - Uo It ~< '1. 
Then, the following hold: (1) T has a fixed point u* in ~(uo, q0); (2) u* is the unique fixed point 
of T in ~(Uo, q); (3) the sequence {u m} defined by u m+~ = Tu"; m = 0, 1 . . . .  converges to u* with 
II u* - u" [I ~< ~"go; (4) with any u e A*(u0, t?0), u* = lirn Tr"u; and (5) any sequence {z7 m } such that 
~7"e ~'(u", ~'qo); m = 0, 1 . . . .  converges to u*. 
Definition 3.1 
A function a(t, x) which is such that a"(t, x) ~ C[J x J, R"] is called an approximate solution 
of (1) and (2) if there exist 6 and E, non-negative constants, such that 
sup  II a"(t, x) - f i t ,  x, a(t, x), a(x, t)] II ~< 
a~t ,x~b 
and 
sup II l(t, x) -- 7"(t, x)11 ~< ]E (b - a) 2, 
agt,  xgb  
where the function r(t, x) is 
a(b, x) - a(a, x) 
l'(t, x) = a(a, x) + 
(b - a) 
The approximate solution fi(t, x) can he expressed as 
(t -- a). (13) 
a(t, x) = F(t, x)  + Ja G(t, s) {f[s, x, a(s, x), 6(x, s)] + p(s, X)} ds, 
where p(t, x) = a"(t, x) - f i t ,  x, a(t, x), a(x, t)] and 
sup lip(t, x)l[ ~< & 
a~t ,x~b 
(14) 
Definition 3.2 
The function f ( t ,x ,u ,v )  is said to be of Lipschitz class if for all ( t ,x ,u,v) ,  
(t,x, u 1, vl) s J  x J x D, D c R" x R", the following is satisfied: 
[If(t, x, u, v) - f ( t ,  x, u l, v J) [[ ~< L1 l[ u -- u lll + L 2 l[ V -- viii . 
In what follows we shall consider the Banach space B = C[J x J, R"] and for all u(t, x) ~ B, 
II u II = sup II u(t, x)II. 
a~gt, xgb  
Theorem 3.1 
Assume that the following conditions hold: (i) there exists an approximate solution ~(t, x) of 
(1) and (2) and the function f ( t ,  x, u, v) is of Lipschitz class on J x J x/)4, where/94 -- {(u, v): 
I[ u -- ~(t, x)[[ ~< N, [[ v - ~(x, t)[[ ~< N}; and (ii) 0 < 1 and 
No=(l  --0)-' (~. q- O) ~(b - a)a <<. N. (15) 
Then, the following hold: (I) there exists a solution u*(t, x) of (I) and (2) in g(a, No); (2) u*(t, x) 
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is the unique solution of (1) and (2) in ~(a, N); (3) the Picard sequence {u'(t, x)} defined by 
u "+ ~(t, x)  = l(t, x) + _f~ G(t, s ) f  Is, x, u'(s, x), u'(x,  s)] ds; m -- 0, 1 
u°(t, x)  = a(t, x) (16) 
converges to u*(t, x)  with II u* - u" II ~< O'No; (4) with u°(t, x)  = u(t, x) ~ ~(a, No) the iterative 
process (16) converges to u*(t, x); and (5) any sequence {a'(t, x)} such that a'(t ,  x)  e ~(u' ,  O'No), 
m = 0, 1 . . . . .  converges to u*(t, x). 
Proof. We shall show that the operator T defined in (4) on S(a, N) to B satisfies the conditions 
of Lemma 3.1. For this, if u ~ ~(a, N), i.e., 
sup II u(t, x) - a(t, x)II ~< N, 
a<~t,x~b 
then it is obvious that 
sup II u(x, t) - a(x, t)II <~ N, 
a<~x,t~b 
and hence [u(t, x), u(x, t)] e D 4. Let u, v ~ g(ti, N), then from (4) it follows that 
II (Tu)(t, x)  - (Tv)(t, x)II ~< .f~l G(t, s)I [LI II u(s, x) - v(s, x)II 
+ L2 [I u(x, s) - v(x, s)II] ~< ~(b - a) e (Lt + Z2)II u - v II 
and hence 
II (Tu) - (To)II ~ 0 II u - v U. 
Further, from (4) and (14), we have 
(Ta)(t, x)  - a(t, x) = l(t, x)  - ~(t, x)  - f f  G(t, s)p(s, x)  ds 
and hence 
I I (Ta) ( t ,x ) -a ( t ,x ) l l  <<. I I l ( t ,x ) -F ( t ,x ) l l  + IG(t,s)l IIp(s,x)ll ds 
<~ ~E(b - a) 2 + ~5(b - a) 2 = (E + ~)~(b - a) 2, 
which implies that 
I[ Tu ° - u ° II <<. (E + ~)~b - a) 2. 
Using condition (15) in the above inequality we conclude that (1 -0 )  -~ II Tu ° -  u°ll ~< N. 
Remark 3.1 
I fN  = ~,  then obviously (15) is satisfied, and hence Theorem 3.1 ensures the existence of u*(t, x) 
in S'(a, No) whereas its uniqueness in S'(~, oo). 
Remark 3.2 
From conclusion (3) of Theorem 3.1 and equation (15), we have 
II u* - a II ~< (1 - 0) -1 (E -Ji- 6)~b - a) 2. 
4. APPROXIMATE P ICARD'S  METHOD 
In Theorem 3.1 conclusion (3) ensures that the sequence {u'(t, x)} obtained from (16) converges 
to the solution u*(t, x) of the boundary value problem (1) and (2). However, in practical evaluation 
this sequence is approximated by the computed sequence, say, {v'(t,x)}. To obtain v '+ l ( t ,x )  
the function f is approximated by f ' .  Therefore, the computed sequence {v'(t, x)} satisfies the 
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recurrence relation 
v"+'(t, x) = l(t, x) + _If G(t, s)f"[s, X~ tYro(S, X), vm(x~ $)] ds; 
v°(t, x) = u°(t, x) = ~(t, x). 
With respect o fro, we shall assume the following condition: 
m=0,1 , . . . ;  
(17) 
Condition C t 
For v"(t, x) obtained from (17), the following inequality is satisfied: 
sup [If It, x, vm(t, x), vm(x, t)] --fro[t, X, vm(t, X), Vm(X, t)] [I 
a<.<t,x~b 
<~A sup Hf[t,x,v"(t,x),vm(x,t)]J[; m=O, l  . . . . .  (18) 
a~t,x~b 
where A is a non-negative constant. 
Inequality (18) corresponds to the relative error in approximating the function f by f "  for the 
(m + 1)th iteration. 
Theorem 4.1 
Assume that the following conditions hold: (i) condition (i) of Theorem 3.1; (ii) condition CI; 
and (iii) 0~ = (1 + A)0 < I, and 
N~ = (1 - 0~) -~ (~ + 6 + AF)l(b - a )  2 ~< N, (19) 
where 
F = sup H f i t ,  x, if(t, x), ~(x, t)] H. 
a<t,x~b 
Then, the following hold: (1) all the conclusions (1)-(5) of Theorem 3.1 hold; (2) the sequence 
{v"(t, x)} obtained from (17) remains in ~'(zT, N0; (3) the sequence {v'(t, x)} converges to u*(t, x) 
the solution of (1) and (2) if and only if 
lira w m = O, 
m--*oo 
where 
w"= sup Vm+l(t)-- l (t ,X)--~f G(t,s)f[s,x, vm(s,x),vm(x,s)]l 
and 
II u* - vm+ll t ~< (I -- 0) -l {0 II v m+'  - v ~" II + A~(b - a) 2 sup Iif0, x, vm(t, x), v=(x, t)] II }. (20) 
agt, x~b 
Proof. Since 0~ < 1 implies 0 < 1 and obviously No ~< N~, the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are 
satisfied and conclusion (1) follows. 
To prove (2) we note that t7 ¢ ~(i, N0 and from (14) and (17), we find 
v I(t, x) - if(t, x) = l(t, x) - l(t, x) 
+ ; f  G(t, s){f°[s, x, fi(s, x), if(x, s)] - f [ s ,  x, if(s, x), ~(x, s)] -p (s ,  x)} ds, 
which implies that 
II v'(t, x) -- fi(t, x)J[ ~< ~t(b - a) 2 + ~(b  - a) 2 + ~(b - a)2AF = (~ + 6 + AF)~(b - a) 2 ~< N, 
and hence v i ~ 3,(~, N0 .  
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Next, we shall assume that v"E ~(ti, Nt) and show that v'~+~ e ~(a, NI). For this, from (14) and 
(17), we have 
v'+J(t, x) - a(t, x) = l(t, x) - f(t, x) + _[~ G(t, s) {f ' [s,  x, V'(S, X), vra(x, s)] 
--f[s, x, v'(s, x), V'(X, S)] + f[s, X, V'(S, X), V'(X, S)] --f[s, X, if(S, X), £t(X, S)] --p(s, X)} ds 
and hence 
II v m÷ '(t, x) - a(t, x)l( ~< (~ + ~)~(b - a)  2 
+-~(b -a )2~a sup IIf[t,x,v'(t,x),v'(x,t)]ll +(L, + L2)tlv'-all~ 
a<t, xegb J 
<~ (t + ~)-~(b - a) 2 + ~(b - a)2[AF + (1 + A)(L~ + L2)II v" - a II] 
~< (~ + t5 + AF)[(b - a) 2 + O~N~ = (1 - O~)N~ + O~N~ = N~. 
This completes the proof of (2). 
From the definition of u m+ '(t, x)  and v'+~(t, x) we have 
u "~+ l(t, x) - v "+ t(t, x) = l(t, x) + ~[G(t, s)f[s, x, v'(s, x), V'(X, S)] as  - -  vm+l(t, X) 
+ IbG(t, s){f[s, X, Urn(S, X), U'(X, S)] --f[S, X, V'(S, X), V'(X, S)]} (:Is 
jo 
and hence 
Ilum+~(t,x)-v'+t(t,x)ll <~ w" + O l lu ' -o ' l l .  
Since u°(t, x )= v°(t, x) the above inequality provides that 
Ilu,,+~ _v~,+~ll << ~ O ' - iw  ' 
i=0  
Using (21) in the triangle inequality, we get 
l l u* -v '+ l l l  ~< ~ O"-~w~+ I lum+t- u*ll. 
i=0  
In (22), Theorem 3. I ensures that 
Thus, the condition 
lim II u~, + 1 - u* II = O. 
lim w" = 0 
rtl-# O0 
(21) 
(22) 
if and only if 
m-O, l  . . . .  
lim s,. = 0 
m--~O0 
lim d.  ffi 0". 
~-PO0 
Toeplitz's lemma "for any 0 ~ a < 1, let 
i=O 
then 
is necessary and sufficient for the convergence of the sequence {v'(t, x)} to u*(t, x) follows from 
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Finally, to prove (20) we note that 
1) rn+ l ( t ,  X)  = ~f G(t, s ){ f  [s, x, u *(s, x), u*(x, s)] - - f  [s, x, v'(s, x), vm(x, s)] *( t ,  X )  U 
+ f[s, x, vm(s, X), V'(X, S)] --f'[s, X, vm(s, X), V'(X, S)] ds 
and as earlier, we find 
[1 u*(t, x) - v "+ l(t, x)II ~ 0 II u*  - v m II + Al(b - -  a )  2 sup [If[t, x, vm(t, X), vm(x, t)] 11. (23) 
a~t ,x~b 
From (23) inequality (20) is obvious. 
Remark 4.1 
If in (18), A < 1, then it is easy to obtain 
sup Ilf[t, x, vm(t, x), v'(x, t)]H ~< (1 - A) -I sup [lyre[t, X, vm(t, X), V'(X, t)] [l- 
a~t,x<~b a~t ,x~b 
Thus, in this case (20) can be replaced by a more practical error estimate: 
I l u* -v  "+111 ~<(1-0)  -1 
x ~0 II v m+' - v" l[ + A(1 - A) -I ~(b - a) 2 sup Ilfm[t, X, V'(t, X), Vm(X, t)] II ~" 
t a~t ,x~b ) 
In our next result, we shall assume the following condition: 
Condition Ce 
For v'(t, x) obtained from (17), the following inequality is satisfied: 
sup IIf[t, x, v'(t, x), v'(x, t)] - f ' [t ,  x, v'(t, x), vm(x, t)] II ~< A~ (24) 
a~t,x<~b 
where A 1 is a non-negative constant. 
Inequality (24) corresponds to an absolute rror in approximating the function f by f "  for the 
(m + 1)th iteration. 
Theorem 4.2 
Assume that the following conditions hold: (i) condition (i) of Theorem 3.1; (ii) condition C2; 
(iii) 0 < 1, and 
N2=(1 -- 0)-1(~ +6 + Ai)/(b -a)2<<.N. 
Then, the following hold: (1) all the conclusions (1)-(5) of Theorem 3.1 hold; (2) the sequence 
{v'(t, x)} obtained from (17) remains in ~(~7, N2); (3) conclusion (3) of Theorem 4.1 holds with (20) 
replaced by 
II u* - D m+ Ill ~ (1 - 0 ) - I [0  II v "+~ - v"  II + A, ' (b  - a )2 ] .  (25) 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1. 
5. SOME EXAMPLES 
Example 5. I 
Consider the scalar boundary value problem: 
2 
u"(t, x) -- (1 + t 2) u(t, x) -~ 
1 
u(0, x) = (1 + x2) 3' 
8t 2 
(1 + x2) ~ u(x, t); 
1 
u(b, x )  = (1 + b2)(1 + x2) ~' 
(26) 
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for which 
1 
u(t, x)  = (1 + t2)(1 +x2)  3 
is a solution. 
Obviously, in (26) the function f is of Lipschitz class on [0, b] x [0, b] x R x R with L~ = 2, 
LE = 8b 2. Thus, 
0 =~b2(2+8b 2)< 1 
is satisfied provided b < 0.9395649... 
For problem (26) we assume that ti(t, x) --- 0, so that 6 = 0 and [(t, x) - O. Thus, 
-- sup II l(t, x)II = max )" sup - 1 1 sup I I l ( t ,x) - r ( t ,x) l l  o<.t.x,~b (0gxgb(1 "]- X2) 3' 0~x'~bsup (1 + b2)(l q- X2)3) = 1, O~t ,x~b 
and hence ~ = 8/b 2. 
Now, from the definition of No, we find that No = (1 - 0)-1. Thus, if b < 0.9395649 . . . .  Theorem 
3.1 and Remark 3.1 ensures that (1) the boundary value problem (26) has a solution u*(t, x) such 
that 
sup Ilu*(t,x)ll ~<(1-0)  -1 , 
O<~t,x~b 
(2) u*(t, x) is the unique solution of (1) and (2) in R 2, (3) the Picard iterative method (16) for the 
boundary value problem (26), converges to u*(t, x) with 
sup Hu*(t,x)-um(t,x) l l  ~Om(1--0) -I. 
O<~t.x<~b 
Example 5.2 
For the scalar boundary value problem 
u "(t, x) = e -'2x sin u2(t, x) + x2u(x, t) + 
u(0, x)  = 1, u(1, x)  = e -x, 
cos tx 2 
l + t2 + X 2; 
(27) 
we assume that zT(t, x )= e -ix, so that 6 = 2, E = 0. With this choice of ~7(t, x) the function f i s  of 
Lipschitz class on [0, 1] x [0, 1] x D4 with L~ = 2(N + 1), L2 = 1. Thus, 0 = 1/8(2N + 3) < 1 is 
satisfied provided N < 2.5. Next, condition (15) reduces to 
No=(  1 --g-.l'--~,3"~-'(2+0)~<N, 
which is satisfied if ½ <~ N ~< 2. Hence, the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied provided 
½ ~< N ~< 2. Further, if N = ½, then No = ½ and hence we have the following conclusions: (1) the 
boundary value problem (27) has a solution u*(t, x) such that 
sup I lu*(t,x)-e-'Xll  <<.½; 
O~t,x<~l 
(2) u*(t, x) is the unique solution of (27) in $(e -'x, 2); and (3) the Picard iterative method (16) for 
the boundary value problem (27) converges to u*(t, x) with 
sup I lu*(t,x)-um(t,x) l l  ~(1)m+l. 
O~t ,x~l  
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